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The development of numerical
methods using the ideas

developed by Argonne has
been described in Theoretical,

computational and
experimental aspects of fluid-
structure interaction [ 11 ]. In

summary, the method has
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been implemented to produce
atomistic simulations with the

same resolution as the
underlying CG model (usually
a few angstroms). The method

provides the most accurate
treatment of the local

environment and interactions
of each atom, within the

context of the constrained CG
environment. This is achieved
through the use of fluctuating

boundary potentials, which
preserve the atomisation of

the system and ensure that a
given atom will not move

outside the boundary of the
resulting CG simulation

volume. These systems are
still highly computationally

intensive, and can therefore
only be used for a relatively

small number of atoms. While
they can be used to model

biomolecular complexes that
contain tens or hundreds of

thousands of atoms, they must
still be simulated at
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significantly lower atomistic
resolution, and for these

situations the method can be
used as a comparison with
results obtained using the

continuum model. Theoretical
analysis [ 39 ] of the numerical
effects of using an inextensible

continuum has shown that
FFEA models are linearly
stable with respect to the

choice of elastic moduli and
the number of finite elements.

A linearly stable continuum
model is free of nonlinear
instabilities such as shock

formation, and a stable
continuum model does not
produce oscillatory stress
responses, or results in

numerical instabilities during
the solution of the equations of

motion.
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solutions of some important
examples in continuum

mechanics, we define a simple
stress function. The

eigenstrain for each node,
discretized by means of a

triangulated surface, is then
computed by a finite

difference operator. Equation
then gives the stress-strain

relations for this first
approximation. We next derive

the linearized governing
equations for the deformation
field and boundary conditions.
The non-linear equations are

solved iteratively using
Newton’s method, and we also
explain our basic discretization
method, which uses a mixed
finite element method for the
finite difference operation and

mass lumping ( or volume
locking ) for the deformation

field. Finally we present a
simple example involving a
magnetization problem. The
objective of this work is to
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develop a simulation platform
for the dynamic behavior of

biological macromolecules and
to illustrate the various

techniques and results which
can be obtained through such
a platform. Results based on
continuum mechanics show

that the structure of proteins is
such that many of the
common features of

macromolecules are already
included in a continuum
model; this result is not

surprising, and the mechanics
of macromolecules has been
well studied. Nonetheless,

several aspects of the
mechanics of macromolecules
remain to be investigated. This

includes three dimensional
effects, molecular flexibility,

geometric and molecular
torsion, the inclusion of

electrostatic interactions, and
nonlinear behavior. The study
of molecules in solution is a

fundamental problem in
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biophysics and a domain of
active research. The dynamic

properties of biological
macromolecules such as

proteins are highly
heterogeneous, and the
physical and chemical

interactions between proteins
and solvent play an important

role in their folding and
function [ 17 ]. The influence
of solvent can be modeled

using continuum mechanical
theories, in which the solvent

is treated as a continuum
medium. This paper develops
a rigorous numerical method
for solving such systems for
the first time. On the basis of

the discrete model for a
protein molecule, we develop

a discrete-continuum
interaction method, based on
the framework of variational
integrators, and implement it
on the finite element level.
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